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The Right Builder
Selecting a building company is one of the most important
and sometimes daunting decisions you will make and vital to
the success of your project. Selecting a build company that
understands your project, timeframes and budget is essential
as well as factors such as how polite, clean and friendly they are,
remember they will be spending a considerable amount of time in
your home.
How to find the right builder for your project:
Recommendations
•

Family, friends and neighbours

•

Through reputable referral websites such a Check a Trade

•

Fluent ADS trusted builder network

Trade organisation affiliated
•

Trust Mark

•

Trading standards

•

Federations of master builders
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Meet and obtain quotes from a minimum of three build
companies
This will allow you to compare not only prices but determine
whether the company is the right fit for you and your project.

The Right Builder
Talk to previous customer
You may even be able to visit a finished project to view the
quality of work for yourself.
Check VAT Registration
This would suggest that the company has completed previous
projects.
Ask local building control inspectors
Inspectors work with local builders daily and will know which
completes quality work that complies with building control
standard and who cuts corners. This would be off the record
advice.
Beware low prices
If one firm comes back with a quote for your work which is
significantly lower than the other tender prices, you need to be
suspicious as there may be hidden charges later in the build or
the builder may cut corners. It is far better to have an accurate
and realistic quote in the first place.
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How can we help you?
We are happy to recommend three local building companies
from our trusted network. All the builders we recommend
have been personally vetted by our company directors and
have undergone various quality checks including project visits
and previous client feedback.
We have a good relationship with all our trusted builders and
are therefore happy to work with them to resolve any concerns
onsite during construction.

Please note; although we are happy to recommend third party providers, we
take no responsibility for their actions.
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What should be in place prior to the start of the build?
Planning permission or lawful development certificate
(review all set conditions as is it your responsibility to ensure the build complies)
Set of building regulation plans
Structural engineers package
Building control approval/notice of work
(It is your responsibility to inform building control a min of 48 hour prior to work
commencing)
Signed contract and agreed price between you and your chosen build company

May be required - project dependent
Thames Water Build Over Agreement
Party Wall Agreement
Additional surveys if requested by the planning officer or Building Inspector
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How to get the best out of your chosen builder
Ensure you have a contract in place
This should detail the extent of the work to be carried out in
return for the agreed price and payment terms – in addition
to recording any extras yet unagreed. This is a useful point of
reference in the event of any dispute and will protect you in
the event of anything going wrong.
Pay on Time

a sign they are in financial trouble. However, you should be
willing to fund large material items yourself upfront — but
make sure they are bought in your name.
Don’t Change Your Mind
The best guarantee of success is to not change your plans,
you can expect amendments in your design to result in
delays and additional expense.
Communicate
Agree up front how often you will have a site meeting
with the manager. A good relationship will ensure the job
runs smoothly, work is completed in a timely manner, and
any unforeseen circumstances are dealt with in the most
professional manner.

Pay promptly at each stage in line with the payment terms set
in your contract
Never Pay Upfront
Paying for work not yet carried out is a recipe for disaster and
any request by a builder for labour payments upfront might be
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Keeping in touch
Please do inform a member of the Fluent ADS team of your
agreed start date and chosen builder’s contact details. This will
allow us to assist throughout your project if required.
You will also be invited to complete a short feedback survey
and leave a review through Trust Pilot or Check a Trade to
share your experience.
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